
HARVEY’S APPROACH

Harvey Diamond’s previous writings were categorized as Health 
and wellness books. Millions of people around the world have 
been positively affected by his easy-to-read, no-nonsense 
writing. 

Many have been benefited not just nutritionally, but their entire 
life’s trajectory has been forever changed. With a good sense of 
humor, and Harvey’s self-deprecating approach, he was truly a 
“Life Coach” before the term was even coined.

Body & Soul



It has taken well over 2 years to release this unpublished 
information on Harvey’s approach to the Divine. 

Once again, his writing style, unmistakably leans on his 
innermost thoughts and connection to his journey in finding 
inner peace. In partnership with some who knew him best, this 
presentation will once again be the familiar voice of a Life 
Coach who has touched millions. Hearing from an old friend on 
such a timely topic will give hope and direction in a troubled 
time. 

Harvey , always the optimist, speaks on a topic that was dear to 
his heart with humor , candor and sincerity. 

A heartwarming read from a trusted voice! 

A TRUSTED VOICE



WHO WHAT IS GOD?
Harvey's approach to health was 
always based on his reverence of the 
"Supreme Intelligence"

"An Intelligence is at work in the 
Universe- that is self evident. And 
this intelligence that is 
completely beyond our ability to fully 
comprehend knows what it's doing. "

“Some call it God, Mother Nature , 
The Grand Creator, The Life Force. All 
work for me, and I use them all."

WHAT WE NEED?
Harvey believed the path to health 
(both physical and spiritual) ran 
through the connection with the 
Supreme

"I Want to tell you that God would 
never drop us onto this planet… and 
not also provide us with what we need 
.... God is far more kind and loving 
than that... It's just a matter of 
uncovering it and using it."

H. Diamond



HEALTH IS YOUR 
BIRTHRIGHT

Our Life on this glorious planet is an ongoing journey of discovery, of ourselves and 
our surroundings. 

When you proceed on this magnificent journey in a healthy body and mind that is 
operating at optimum efficiency, the road before you is made smooth and your life 
becomes a joyous song of gladness. 

This is the glory of vibrant health”

- H. Diamond



In Harvey’s own words, Chapter 1 excerpt: 

The fact is, some of you might well be saying right now, “Hey wait a minute, aren’t 
you the guy who wrote those FIT FOR LIFE books?  Well just because you can whip 
up a mean fruit smoothie, what makes you think you can talk to me about God?”  I 
was thinking the exact same thing!  But then it finally dawned on me; I was worthy.  
Why?  Because I am a child of God; one of lots and lots of God’s children.  In fact, 
there is somewhere in the neighborhood of around seven billion children presently 
inhabiting this little blue orb floating out in space that God saw fit to breathe life 
into.  For that reason alone, there are seven billion valid and worthwhile depictions of 
God.  What you are about to read is merely one of the seven billion depictions.  You 
have one also.  Neither is right or wrong—only different depending upon our 
individual upbringing and point of view. 

An empowering resource for anyone interested in improving the quality of life,... HD 
delivers not only HOPE, but also the information you need to free yourself from 
FEAR.”-TR

HOPE IN TIME OF FEAR



How big is the mind-body-spirit book market?

“Now, business is booming: In 2016, the U.S. self-help industry was worth about $9.9 billion dollars, 
according to a report from Research and Markets. Market researchers have predicted that the industry will 

be worth $13 billion dollars within the next four years, by 2022.” -Marshall Sinclair 2019

“People are yearning for meaning, peace, and calm in today’s somewhat chaotic culture—and they’re 
looking for ways to slow down and unplug, which is part of the reason books that inspire people to do 
just that are doing well.” says NPD Book’s Kristen McLean.

“During 2020’s siege of coronavirus and social turmoil, many people turned inward or looked upward, 
seeking wisdom, solace, or escape – and sending sales of books on mind-body-spirit themes soaring.”    -By 
Cathy Lynn Grossman | Jan 27, 2021

Mind-Body-Spirit books sales revenue in the U.S. 2017-2020

“In 2020, religious books generated 667.2 million U.S. dollars in sales revenue, surpassing 600 million U.S. 
dollars for the third consecutive year.”-According to Statista.com-Published by Amy Watson, May 5, 2021

CURRENT MARKET SALES


